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The Spelman College Biology Department
is alert in making discoveries of material
for the growing museum. Many specimens
have been bought from biological laborato¬
ries, and in addition to these many rare
specimens have been discovered in Tapley
Science Hall, Room 310, where they had
been put away without order, catalog, or
label. Inquiry of older teachers on the
campus reveals the fact that a part of
Quarles Library, then in Packard Hall, was
for many years given to display cases where
these valuable specimens were kept. When
Tapley Hall was completed, there being
great need of space in the library for book
stacks and reading room, this museum ma¬
terial was stored in Tapley until the Sci
cnee Department should grow to need it.
During the short history of this depart¬
ment the need for specimens has been so
great that last year, besides the new speci¬
mens which were purchased, the Biology
teachers prepared some specimens which are
now in the museum exhibit.
This year many new specimens have been
added to the department and are arranged
in the museum display. The natural history
museum mounts are mostly displayed in
cases in the zoology laboratories in Rooms
201. 207, and 200.
The various eases in Room 201 show in-
(Continued on Page 3)
And He’ll "Fix" It
Augusta J. Johnson, '32
8:30 P.M. More lessons to study. Tests
tomorrow. No lights. Fuse burned out
Go tell Mr. Long.
Bathroom flooded. Floor covered with
water. Faucet can’t be turned off—
Go tell Mr. Long.
Almost meal time. Food to be kept warm.
Steam table won’t work
Go tell Mr. Long.
Face needs washing. Full of cold cream.
No hot water
Go tell Mr. Long.
Party dress wrinkled. Social tonight.
Laundry closed. Iron out of “fix”--
Go tell Mr. Long.
Mercury falling fast, racing with the rain.
Cold radiators. Icy feet. No heat-——
Go tell Mr. Long.
Thus goes the story of a campus friend.
Ready to help at any time. Willing to help
in any way. Cheerful
That’s Mr. Long.
Interracial Forum
“Ghandi and His Technique of Non-
Violence” was the subject of a talk given
by Mr. Howard Thurman at the Interracial
Forum on Spelman Campus, November !).
in which he left the members thinking of
this statement: “When I refuse to fight
back by the use of the same weapons as
my persecutors, I rob them of their power.”
A Sweep of Time
Frances Collier, ’31
Did you enter Spelman three years
ago as a college freshman ? Did von
feel “brand new”, queer, and half
afraid to venture through or beyond
the gates which seemed s0 very, very
wide ? Perhaps }tou did, but unneces¬
sarily so, if you had known that just
a few days ahead of you, with the
same degree of newness, had ventured
another of your classmates, Miss
Florence M. Read, who entered, for
the first time as President of Spelman
College.
Since that time, we, who have known
her can most heartily agree with those
who knew her before, who say, “We
think first of her vitality and her
reputation for doing whatever she
sets out to do. This vitality is com¬
bined with sound judgment and a ca¬
pacity for grasping all the aspects of
a situation, a combination which au¬
gurs Avell for the future of Spelman
College.” It is the fulfillment of this
latter prediction, “augurs well for the fu¬
ture of Spelman College,” which we wish,
to share with you, for these have been
fruitful years in what they have meant to
Spelman College and its community and in
what it Avill mean to our future.
T his bit of information may seem some-
a\hat irrele\’ant, but perhaps it is my preju¬
dice in favor of real music Avliich makes this
event most outstanding among my first im-
piessions of the Avonderful things college
could provide for us. This event was the
appearance of the Russian Cossack Chorus
in Sisters Chapel early in December three
years ago. The quality of the A'oices, their
precision in singing, and the thoroughness
in training as sIioavii both in voices and in
individual control were exceeding]v striking.
Melodies Avere requested from us and 1 think
that neA'er before had Ave sung with so much
spirit, vitality, and sincere appreciation, for
each group seemed to be aware that it was
a unique event at Avhich two groups were
singing Avitli all pride their folksongs.
Me have also noted with pleasure the
rapid progress of our Glee Club and Cho¬
rus and can think of our own (Jills’ Orches¬
tra, though quite new, as giving promise of
a commendable future.
In 1928 a\(> noticed the organization of
tin* Morehouse-Spelman Summer School
(with Atlanta University affiliated). Since
that time the Atlanta School of Social Work
lias also become affiliated, having resources
and facilities of each institution at each
other's disposal.
September 25, 1929, marked another sig
(Continued on Page 3)
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EDITORIAL
We have seen during the last three years
a phenomenal activity in the field of cur¬
riculum making at Spelman College and
Morehouse College. This activity has varied
all the way from modest revisions and addi¬
tions, dictated by the exigencies of the
moment, to ambitious programs, conceived
in a desire to evolve from the old to the
better.
The movers of these changes are backed
by a conviction that the road to the prom¬
ised land has finally been discovered.
The students, especially of the South, are
on the mountain and are looking over into
the promised land. The foresighted people
who named the present graduate school
Atlanta University more than fifty years
ago hoped and prayed that the name Uni¬
versity would prompt the idea in some of
the future race leaders to give to the South¬
ern Colored youth the opportunity to climb
in the scholastic world as high as he would.
Morning Chapel
Myrtis McCojib, ’34
On my way to chapel these lovely autumn
mornings there are many beautiful things
that I see. God is showing himself in every¬
thing around us. There are the trees with
their many colored leaves and, as I walk
beneath and the leaves fall slowly down¬
ward, I often think of them as faring as we
human creatures must—after all they have
done, they, too, must fade and die.
A calm always steals over me when I
enter the chapel. I sit and listen to the
prelude, the hymn, the morning talk; and
my thoughts sing to the rhythm of the serv¬
ice. T am prepared for the new day with
new hopes and determinations, new courage
to live this life to the full.
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One morning, when our president spoke
of one who has been taken away from the
midst of the college family, a wave of lone¬
liness seemed to pass away from the stu¬
dent body to find harbor in the vaulted
roof. The strong sun rays helped bravely
to remind us that our lives are our Maker’s,
and we went out again to the campus and
the day’s work, thankful that chapel had
fostered one memory.
The Juillard Lecture Course
Carol Blanton, ’33
Miss Helen Riley of the Atlanta Branch
of the Juillard Foundation of Music, spoke
in Howe Memorial Hall, October 20, on
“What We Find in Music”. The time’s being
very short necessitated her giving only
glimpses of the development of music up to
the time of Johann Sebastian Bach
The theme of these very interesting and
enlightening glimpses culminated in the fact
that the music of a people, like any other
art, portrays the national feelings, customs,
aspirations, and characteristics of a people
through “movement and sound” and that
the development of these characteristics has
given contributions, along the ages, to make
the art what it is now. We noticed how
the ancient civilizations of the Chinese, Ara¬
bians, Egyptians, Assyrians, Hebrews, In¬
dians, Romans, and Greeks contributed their
bit to the development of the art, how the
Christian era had its effect, and finally how
these things have had their influence in
bringing the art to what it is now.
An interesting fact which challenged our
thought was that in former times, music
was a necessity of life; the savage had to
make music, for it had a vital place in his
life. Now, music is classed as a luxury.
To illustrate various points, given in the
lecture, records were played and music was
given by Miss Riley and a friend— both
accomplished artists, who were students in
the Juillard Foundation. The Suite in G
Minor by Bach, which was played by the
fellow artist, was particularly interesting
and very much appreciated, for the artist
seemed to understand and to convey her
understanding of the master to the listeners
so very well. This suite was a fitting close
for the lecture; it conveyed, through the
work of the most intellectual and greatest
musician that has, perhaps, ever been, the
infinite properties and possibilities of the art.
The Blue Ribbon
Malissa Varner, ’32
The Spelman display at the Southeastern
Fair had for its purpose showing the work
of the school and educating the visiting pub¬
lic. No effort was made to display products,
but rather to display ideas and to convey
something broader in Home Economics and
Home Making. The underlying idea in this
year’s exhibit was orderliness and beauty.
There were three divisions: the first a
clothing corner, second a kitchen cabinet,
and third a table displaying models of food
and a table set for luncheon. The clothing
corner contained a dresser top which showed
beauty in restraint. There was an omission
of the usual paraphernalia that people have
on dressers. The upper dresser drawer
showed the ease with which il might be kept
in perfect order by the use of various paste¬
board. boxes fitted together, each a container
for such things as beads, gloves, hairpins,
hosiery, powder, and handkerchiefs.
The clothing corner also contained a ward¬
robe, or locker, the purpose of which was
to show how to equip it properly, and how
the clothing in it should be cared for. Each
garment was on a hanger with a covering
of paper or cloth. Hats were placed on hat
stands or in boxes on the shelf above. Be¬
low the garments, a slanting shelf extended
across the wardrobe to support the shoes in
order to keep them off the floor. Other
shoes were in a shoe bag on the door, and
there were shoe trees in all the shoes. A
pocket of this bag contained dust cloths and
shoe polish. The wardrobe also provided a
place for a cretonne laundry bag.
Another section of the exhibit contained
a properly equipped kitchen cabinet and
showed the use of color in painted chairs,
stools, painted tin cans used for containers
and in handles of tools neatly hung in the
cabinet or on nearby railings.
At the rear of the exhibit was a table
displaying models of food rich in vitamins.
The models were very colorfully painted by
Miss Jean Taylor. Above the models were
four attractively colored posters explaining
the use and value of vitamins in the diet.
In the foreground was a dining room table
properly set for luncheon. Color was evi¬
dent here in the green glassware, green tea
pot, and water pitcher with marigolds for
a centerpiece.
There were appropriate placards explain¬
ing the meaning of the exhibit, and on a
shelf accessible to passers-by were various
Spelman College publications. The exhibit
attracted a good deal of attention and won
first prize.
A National Inquiry
What are the colleges doing? Has edu¬
cation been meeting the pressing need in
human relationship? What can students and
faculty do toward raising the moral in¬
tegrity and spiritual vitality of the national
life of the future?
Pursuant to these inquiries a National
Student-Faculty Conference, under the aus¬
pices of the National Student Y. W. C. A.
and National Student Y. M. C. A., operating
through the Council of Christian Associa¬
tions, will convene on December 27 at Hotel
Book-Cadillac, Detroit, Michigan.
We had as our guest on the campus Sun¬
day, November 9, Mr. W. Ti. Seaton of the
Department of Native Development in
Umtali, Southern Rhodesia, South Africa.
Being especially interested in Negro educa¬
tion of the rural type in the United States,
Mr. Seaton is visiting many schools with
the purpose of finding out how much edu¬
cation is devoted to training teachers to
teach rural schools in rural communities.
A group of students met with him for
an hour Sunday morning and discussed in¬
formally with him these vital problems of
rural education or, in truth, the lack of good
rural education in the schools of the South.
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Spelman Museum
(Continued from Page 1)
teresting deep-sea forms (sea feather, sea
fans of varied colors, whip coral, and sea
plume). In the room is also a case of fos¬
sils, such as trilobites, bivalves, corals, and
fern leaves, petrified wood and petrified
bone. In another case are large and small
species of octopus, amphibians, tapeworm,
many species of Crustaceans (arctic spider
crab, rock .crab, Isopod, fleas, coral reef
crab and fiddler crabs), barnacles, skele¬
tons (bird, mammal, and reptile), and a
mollusk exhibit including a case of twelve
species of small ones, among which are:
money cowry, periwinkles, mussels, sea
snails, and other shells; pearly nautilus,
scallop and oyster shells, abalone, dark
cowry, and many others.
Then stroll around to Room 207, where
the reptile cases contain milk, brown, ring¬
necked, coral, and copperhead snakes, water
moccasin, rattler, Gila monster, and an alli¬
gator dissection. The insect case in this
room shows the metamorphosis of a Luna
moth and several species of moths, beetles,
locusts, and butterfies, and a large water-
bug which was found on the campus, and
a horny lizard.
Be sure to observe the museum mounts
in Room 209, some of which have been put
up by the Biology teachers, as the develop¬
ment of the chick from one to twenty-one
days; other's have been bought from bio¬
logical laboratories, as the Household pest
set, showing the life history of each; stages
in the life history of a frog, globe fish,
stickleback, the life history of the liver
fluke, sea urchins, sand dollars, brittle stars,
and many specie of starfish, Venus flower
basket, sponges, jelly fishes, sea anemones,
and corals of many kinds; also roundworms,
and even German-made models of unusual
excellence (fish, human ear, eye, foot, skin,
heart, torso with internal organs, lung,
brain, cross section of spinal cord and col¬
umn), and German mounts of the human
kidnev, human placenta, adult and foetal
skulls'.
While on your museum stroll, be sure
to notice the general museum in Room 310,
where there is a mineral shelf with beau¬
tiful agates, ores of gold, copper, iron and
manganese, gorgeous crystals of rose quartz,
smoky quartz, garnet, and many others of
special interest. The Bird-case has several
rare African birds, as the honey eater, sun
bird, pepper bird, \ -tailed bird of paradise,
and African bluejav. Besides, there is a
display of African art shown in the hand¬
made weapons of war and agriculture, musi¬
cal instruments from t lit* Congo, woven
mats, grass cloth, grass rugs, a woven bed,
hand-carved Gods and Goddesses, ornaments,
jewelry, and clothing.
The Biology Department, knowing the
necessity of a good museum, is trying to
create an interest in the museum, among
the science students, by putting some of
the specimens brought bv the students into
the permanent museum mounts. The fresh¬
man biology class has given several species
of butterflies which are now in museum
mounts in the insect, case. To arouse mu¬
seum interest further, beginning last year,
prizes were awarded for the best anatomy
dissections on the dogfish central nervous
system, which are put on display for one
year in Room 209 so that this year’s prize
specimens are being substituted for last
year’s prize dissections.
As a result of the museum mounts ,the
students can better understand the work,
because they see the specimens as well as
study them. The students also learn to ap¬
preciate all life. The statement, “If one
learns to recognize the rattlesnake, water
moccasin, copperhead, coral snake, and Gila
monster, he need not be afraid of any other
reptiles in the United States so far as
venom is concerned,” quoted from the Rep¬
tile case label, helps the students feel more
akin to all life. The students can appre¬
ciate their knowledge of the octopus from
the museum display when they see it ex¬
aggeratedly enlarged in the movies. A real
science course cannot exist without labo¬
ratory equipment for experiments, and a
modern scientific laboratory cannot exist
without a museum. Spelman College has
realized this to the extent that a definite
time has been allowed for work on the
Spelman College Museum.
Sensible Clothes for College
Girls
Mary Louise Smith, ’34
By sensible clothes, we mean those that
are suited to the occasions offered on or
about the campus. Unfortunately some of
us do not know what it means to wear
sensible clothes. Especially is this true of
girls who are just leaving for college. Some
of them have never before had the privilege
of selecting clothes for themslves.
Clothes play, or should play, an impor¬
tant part with the individual. Our first
impressions of a person usually depend
largely on the manner in which the person
is dressed. For instance—if we see a girl
at a football game in a flowered chiffon
dress with many frills, and with satin shoes
we say immediately that that girl has poor
judgment and isn’t intelligent. Whereas,
if we saw this same girl in a tweed suit,
tarn and military heeled oxfords, we would
say “She looks like a very interesting girl;
T would like very much to know her.”
Many people can be changed almost com¬
pletely by simply changing their wardrobe.
Simple neat clothes give one an air of con¬
fidence. Frilly, fancy clothes give one a
frivolous, silly air. One doesn’t necessarily
have to be pretty to be attractive; a homely
girl, if dressed correctly and sensibly, can be
more attractive than a pretty girl who is not.
Li other words, clothes have to do with the
personality as well as the appearance of
the individual.
There are several advantages of wearing
sensible clothes. In the first place it’s eco¬
nomical, in that sensible clothes do not cost
much. In the second place, sensibly dressed
people make the best impressions.
It is almost necessary that we dress sen¬
sibly, because our dress is what people see
before they really see us. It represents us
on the outside; so, if we wish to look sen¬
sible, we should wear sensible clothes.
A Sweep of Time
(Continued from Page 1)
nificant step for Spelman and for Negro
education, for on that date an arrangement
was completed between Atlanta University,
Morehouse College, and Spelman College
for the affiliation of the three institutions
in a university plan, the graduate and pro¬
fessional work to be carried on by Atlanta
University, and the college work to be done
by Morehouse College and Spelman Col¬
lege. Not only in the higher curricula, but
in meeting the growing needs of the youth
of our race does this affiliation suggest un¬
limited possibilities.
A decided and beneficial development has
come to us in the field of dramatics. Not
only has it been thoroughly emphasized on
the campus by the presentation of several
plays, but also through the presentation of
such noted dramatists as V. L. Granville,
an English actor, who presented “Dramatic
Interludes”, and a dramatic entertainment
by E. IT. Sothern, an unequaled actor of
Shakespearean plays.
In reviewing the fine things which have
come to Spelman, one must not overlook her
willingness to share with other institutions
and the public. This was especially true in
the exhibition of paintings by Erick Berry
and from the traveling exhibition of Fine
Arts by the Harmon Foundation and the
Committee of Church and Race Relations
of the Federal Council of Churches.
A pei'son visiting Spelman now thinks a
fairy wand has been waved over most of
her buildings and been particularly gen¬
erous iu her remodeling effects; for there
is the new library, moved from Packard to
Laura Spelman, which new location houses
numerous volumes containing a wealth of
material; the home-like and highly com¬
fortable dormitories, especially the various
“parlors” and rest rooms; the new theater
which hears the name of Howe Memorial
Hall, and which, with the dignity of its
carefully designed stage, its comfortable
seats, lighting effects, and acoustic proper¬
ties, is a most remarkable asset to the cam¬
pus; the old dining room has been beauti¬
fully remodeled on a modern cafeteria style;
the establishment of a postoffice system with
individual boxes in Packard Hall; the de¬
velopment of gymnastics in itself, together
with the apparatus, lockers, and showers,
and numerous other provisions has Spelman
made for her family’s welfare.
These advances are only proofs of what
can be done. Our responsibility is greater
because of the vast amount of material and
numerous advantages here for us, which we
should so accept and cultivate as to make
possible a greater and happier Spelman,
hence a greater and happier race.
The future is ours. In the coming sweep
of time, shall we catch these sparks of
progress, and, if so, what contribution shall
we make to the next half century of Spel-
man’s influence in building fine, strong men
and women of noble mold ?
The business staff of the Gam its Mirroi:
is asking the students and faculty to co¬
operate with them by patronizing as much
as possible the people that give us “ads".
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The Library Book Shelf
Fanny Smith, ’33
Lament.s for the Living, by Dorothy
I ’arkor.
For those of us who assort that our tit¬
ulary tastes have become jaded; for those
who have resolved to begin that deal of
neglected leading, and for those who would
like something different, “Laments for the
Living,” by Dorothy Parker, is just the book.
This is a charming selection of stories
displaying an immense richness of color and
feeling, diverse scenes and diverse charac¬
ters, and, as a whole, exhibiting the author’s
power to present in each short story some
phase of modern life that has to do with
all human behavior.
The College Student Thinking It Through,
by d. Charters, is an excellent collection of
profound expeiiences of life that aie com¬
mon to all college students. The questions
and problems go straight to the heart of
all the doubts, fears, illusions, delusions,
and other elements that make for human
happiness and an understanding of life.
The book should be worthwhile and in¬
teresting to us as college students because
it contains none of the patronizing moral
tones that many writers adopt when speak¬
ing to the younger generation. It should
stimulate us to real thought and should give
us a wider horizon from which to choose
intelligently the best things for the making
of the best lives. No one of us can afford
to miss reading this book, which is of vital
importance to all of us as college students
of today.
Browsing Around
On the Library Bulletin are listed the
latest acquisitions to our “Book Shelf”.
Take a look at the board and select the type
of book you would like.
For all college students whose sophisti¬
cation may be pierced thoroughly enough to
accept a critical challenge to the Negro stu¬
dent, read in The Crisis, August issue, the
article by A. P. Davis on “The Negro Col¬
lege Student” and accept the challenge.
Since the author himself is a colored Pro¬
fessor of English, we know that the article
is written from an entirely unbiased point
of view, lie speaks of his own experiences
with Negro students and he is writing for
Negro students. The article is quite well





You will find always the best
grocery values—plus courte¬
ous service and full apprecia¬
tion of your patronage.
As a Georgian Saw Them
(A Summer Tour)
Magnolia Yvonne Dixon, ’31
Leaving Georgia on the “Blue” Atlantic
Coast line (our own motor car) about the
middle of July, we found South Carolina
about the same as Georgia so far as climate
and rainfall were concerned, only, more to¬
bacco was seen growing on the far stretch¬
ing fields and in a few instances the e were
rice fields. In North Carolina there were
no rice fields and there were smaller fields
of tobacco.
Wilmington, N. C., a city not as large as
Atlanta, but in many respects much more
interesting, is situated about fourteen miles
from the Atlantic Coast. The Negroes in
Wilmington own their own homes, with very
few exceptions. The Building and Loan
Association makes this possible and easy
since prospective home builders pay only
a small amount weekly until they pay out.
Unlike Savannah, the Negroes own and
operate four hotels on the Negro Beach-
Sea Breeze, by name—while the whites have
two other beaches; one, Wrightsville Beach,
down the Cape Fear River, and the other,
Carolina Beach, up the Cape Fear River.
Fishing and commerce are the main in¬
dustries carried on. I assisted in hauling
in 3,000 tons of mullet fish, August being
the mullet season. A thirty-foot canal, run¬
ning through the Cape Fear River and the
length of the Sound, is just about completed.
This means that transportation will now be
able to reach the city proper and not stop
at the ocean. This also means that many
men now out of work will be employed.
Leaving Wilmington about the middle of
August and traveling by way of beautiful
and mountainous Asheville, the scenery
changes. Deep down in the valley the river
runs lazily on while we are climbing up,
up, and around the mountains over a very
narrow road which is full of many sharp
and dangerous curves. All along the way
beautiful homes of brick or painted frame
houses are merely stuck high up on the
mountain, and, seemingly, a slight gust of
wind could bring them tumbling down.
To my great amazement corn and tobacco
grow up here and I was surprised further
when told that ordinary horses were used
in cultivating the crops. I had advanced
mv own theory, namely, that some sure¬
footed mountain goat or some similar ani¬
mal was used in such farming. Many or¬
chards were also found here—apple, pear,
and a few peach orchards; these were not
under careful cultivation as are the peach
orchards of Georgia.
There were no Negroes living in the moun¬
tains of North Carolina nor in Tennessee.
Tn fact, after leaving Wilmington there
were no Negroes seen until we reached
Louisville, Kv. I had looked forward to
The New Service Barber
Shop
E. D. PITTS, Mgr.
IVc Specialize in Ladies' and Children's
Work
Phcn JA. 7134 705 Fair St., S. W.
The Path I hat Is Not a Path
Matilda McMahon, ’32
It might seem amusing to see a fellow
strolling nonchalantly along a certain path
on the campus and feel that he knows not
whereon he walks, but if you stepped right
up to him and coolly said, “The path along
which you walk is not a footpath, but is
upturned soil under which a big sewage pipe
was laid during the summer,” you might re¬
ceive a courteous apology. You graciously
accept the apology and add that campus
residents wish to discourage the eyesore that
looks like a path and earnestly hope that
the grass will grow there in the spring.
seeing Mammoth Cave, (lie blue grass re¬
gions, and the thoroughbred horses of Ken¬
tucky. Water was so scarce that large pipe
were laid on top of the ground by the
government in order that drinking water
might be available; hence, the blue grass
was grass no longer; it was only yellow dry
straw. After eating three delicious meals
in Louisville, we felt that Kentucky was
noted for its good food as well as blue
grass.
Crossing the Ohio River we were soon in
Indiana and arrived in Indianapolis. In
this city we visited a marble plant and a
lumber plant. There was marble from Geor¬
gia standing beside that imported from Eu¬
ropean countries. The men working here
take this rough marble and fill out the holes
with wax and polish it until it is very
smooth and shines brightly.
In the lumber plant, workers take trees
imported from South America and Europe,
putting them through various processes so
that after the last machine has finished its
work the tree is in very thin sheets of
mahogany or walnut that have the appear¬
ance of pieces of silk cloth. These sheets
of wood are glued on ordinary wood furni¬
ture and varnished, making it possible for
Americans to have at their disposal walnut,
mahogany, and such expensive furniture.
We learned of the conditions of the em¬
ployees—sanitation, hours and wages, which
compared favorably with conditions in other
places.
From Indianapolis on to Chicago, the
“Windy City”. The time in Chicago was
spent like that in Indianapolis, sightseeing,
visiting and taking short trips to towns and
cities near by. Returning by way of Wash¬
ington, D. C., through a region struck by
the drought, we saw the woman’s air derby
take off; saw the Potomac lined by the
Japanese cherry trees; saw the capitol from
the Washington Memorial; went through the
Lincoln Memorial, and spent a great deal
of time in the museum and mint.
Fatigue stole the sights which we had in¬
tended seeing on the return trip, yet I feel
that my summer could not have been spent
in a more profitable and enjoyable way.
The tour ended at Spelman.
“So you took that pippin home from the
movie last night?”
“Yeah.”
“How far does she live from the theater?”
“Oh, three soda fountains and a candy
store.”
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Catching the College Spirit
Julia E. Hatcher, '34
Mary, standing at the end of the line,
beckoned to Johnnie, ‘‘Hey, kid, give me a
break!”
Johnnie’s sole reply was a shake of her
head, at which Mary thought to herself,
‘‘She’s some pal.”
As soon as lunch was over, Mary rushed
to Johnnie, angrily upbraiding her for her
apparent selfishness.
Johnnie listened quietly until Mary had
her say. Then, she asked, “Mary, do you
think your mother selfish when she forbids
your going places that you shouldn’t go?
If not, why should you think me selfish
when I was only trying to preserve your
honesty? While this may seem a very small
act within itself, yet the very fact that it
is done with a clandestine intention makes
it a dishonest act and robs you of that which
goes to make a true Spelman girl.”
“But I hadn’t thought of it in that way.
And, anyway, the other girls run up in the
line.”
“Yes, but the majority isn’t always right.
You see you must consider the good of the
college and not merely the pleasure of the
individual. You should work with your fel¬
low students for good ends, for a broad,
fearless, helpful life, arising from sound
impulses within you. You should have a
strong undercurrent of something which is
very much like patriotism—not ‘my college
right or wrong’, but ‘my college! And when
she is wrong I will do everything possible
to make her right. I believe in her; I glory
in her name. I wish her degree to be a
mark of honor. I will sacrifice my conven¬
ience, my fun, even my success to save her
good name from tarnish’!”
“Well, Johnnie, I’ve often wondered about
this. Do you think it fair for a student to
take his colors and yells into a saloon?”
“No, never. If he must disgrace himself
he should not do it in someone else’s name
—yes, be a martyr, if it must be, but die
rather than disgrace the college.”
Florence Cole-Talbert
Remember the date, November 22,
at 8 o'clock in Sisters Chapel, Spelman
campus. The artists: Florence Cole-
Talbert. Soprano, and E. Jessie Cov¬
ington. Pianist.
A Freshman s Attitude
It’s peculiar the truths and untruths you
hear about things, and more peculiar still
are the beliefs and ideas you form of these
things. You really don’t know anything
about anything until you become acquainted
with it yourself.
People, other than students in college,
often tell prospective students about college
and what to expect; consequently the stu¬
dent’s mind is made up as to what he is
going to do and what he is not going to do.
In a short time, though, his attitude can
change greatly.
To be in college, and keep up to the scale
of requirements lie has to have something
to work for. There must be an aim or
goal toward which he is continually work¬
ing.
There must be pleasure surely, but not to
the extent that he will entirely forget his
purpose. It must be so that when the pleas¬
ure is finished, for the time being, he can
settle down immediately to that which needs
his attention.
College students should lie able to think
for themselves. Authorities should not have
to remind them of duties or lessons neglected.
While they are in college, they should
remember that they are nearing their last
days of school. They are going to have that
opportunity but once. When they think they
are fooling a teacher, they are only crip¬
pling themselves, if they but knew it. No
one wants to be unfair with one’s self.
College is the polishing machine to which
they go to be fitted for higher schools of
work. Everything that is done should be
stamped definitely in their minds and car¬
ried with them throughout their lives.
People say that during the freshman year,
the friends you choose, the way you begin
doing things, will determine your whole life
for you. If this be true, students should
be particularly careful about doing work
and choosing friends.
The anticipations of college should be
unweighted by nonsense. College days should
be thought of, when they are past, as some¬
thing noble and beautiful.
Wife: John, is it true that money talks?
Husband: That’s what they say, my dear.
Wife: Well, I wish y-ou’d leave a little
here sometimes to talk to me during the day.
I get so lonely.
Mr. Grouch, a Criminal to
Society
Alpha Talley, ’33
Have you seen him? He has a mouth
with sagging corners, a rather shifting
expression in his eyes, and wrinkles, of
course. Thoughtful people are on the look¬
out for him and will immediately turn him
over to be handcuffed as soon as he is dis¬
covered. He often masks in a very youth¬
ful form, even pretending to be considerate
and pleasant when he tries to make an im¬
pression on society, but there are times when
he forgets he is masquerading and loses con¬
trol of himself entirely. Sufficient evidence
has been given that he is now on Spelman
campus.
You might be able to identify Mr. Grouch
in many phases of school life. When he
gets in a hurry, don’t cross his path, for you
might get a “lemon”. If the weather pre¬
vents him from keeping a date, he scowls
and sighs. When he is assigned a duty which
does not suit his fane}’, he does it poorly.
He wants his roommate to sweep the room
every morning. He grumbles about the food,
his clothes, his lack of spending change, and,
in fact, he feels that the world owes him
happiness and should duly apologize for not
keeping him perfectly happy. The poor
fellow doesn’t know that it is much easier
to smile than to frown, and that happiness
comes not to him who seeks selfish pleasure,
but to him who is of service to others and
makes someone else happy.
Here’s hoping that he will change before
he is arrested by the detective, Time, a just
and sure rewarder of conduct.
Office Hours—8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Sundays by appointment
Dr. A. B. Cooper, Jr.
Dentist
206-207 Odd Fellows Auditorium Bldg.
234i Auburn Ave., N.E. Atlanta, Ga.
Office Phone Wa. 1959 Res. Phone Ma. 5151
West End Cleaners
79 5 Gordon Street, S.W.
Phone West 0246
We Operate Our Own Plant
Ladies' Coats and Dresses
Four Dresses Dry Cleaned $3.00
Plain Dresses. Two for $1.00
Pleated Dresses $1.00
Plain Coats 75c
Small Charge for Delivery
J. P. HATCHER. Manager
Introducing a Super Value •==
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This is not a one day special. Buy it today, tomorrow, or any day at
THE WEST END 10c STORE
824 Gordon St. (Near Lee)
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SOCIAL NOTES
Witches, Ghosts and Jack-O’-
Lanterns
Rubye L. Sampson, ’3'2
For the evening of November 1st the
grim-appearing Morehouse gymnasium was
transformed into a bewitching garden of
Halloween festivity. The occasion was the
annual social sponsored by the Spelman
Y. \Y. C. A., The Campus Mirror staff,
and the Morehouse V. M. C. A.
The guests, upon entering the ‘ gym”,
caught the magic of the colored lights, wierd
wallpaper, soft music, and strips of Hal¬
loween paper gracefully crossing each other
on their way to various corners of the room.
Smiling pumpkins were placed on the floor,
sometimes beneath a sheaf of corn. There
could not have been a more fitting setting
for the costumes worn.
Sturdy Bolshevik Russians met with
Spanish senoritas. Daring European pirates
strolled with languid-eyed Japanese maidens.
American farmer boys blushed beneath the
bold glances of the American beach girls.
Besides these there were other nationalities
represented, and .of course the typical Hal¬
loween clowns and witches were there. The
costumes so blended with the decorations as
to make a harmonious scene.
No less appropriate was the program,
which was announced by Theodore Alex¬
ander as Master of Ceremonies. A musical
number, “The Witches Dance,” began the
program. Here the witches charm the chil¬
dren with their magic. Doris Murphy and
Ella Murray, representing the children, did
some very graceful and artistic aesthetic
dances. A comic skit, “The Floor Walker,”
was cleverly acted by Virginia Davie and
Erostine Coles. Thomas Halloway exhibited
his skill with the harmonica by playing two
popular songs. A musical review, “This Is
a Movie,” was unique in its arrangement.
Jean Taylor made a romantic hero and
Bernice Starling was charming as the hero¬
ine. The villain, Evelyn Pitman, and the
vamp, Willie Dobbs, added humorous com¬
plications.
The witches ended the program by a
group of them singing a medley of popular
songs. The grand march followed the pro¬
gram and was led by James Edmonds, cap¬
tain of the Morehouse football team, and
Gertrude Dawson.
The prizes were awarded as follows:
First prize for the girls—Jean Taylor
(dressed as a pirate). Second prize for
girls—Carrie Adams (dressed as a clown).
First prize for boys—James Davis. Refresh¬
ments were sold.
Much credit is due the committees and
their helpers from the sponsoring organi¬
zations for the success of every detail of
the affair.
What is your new brother’s name?
Little Jane—I don’t know yet. We can’t
understand a word he savs.
Halloween Supper
Ermatine L. Hill, ’31
Lest, on account of the steady routine
which we had been following, we should
have forgotten that Friday, October 31, was
Halloween, we were reminded in a very ex¬
traordinary way. When we entered the din¬
ing room we noticed that the lights around
the steam table were out, just as if everyone
had been served, but upon looking more
closely we could see the girls moving around
the steam table. They were daintily dressed
in white dresses, tall witch hats, and deli¬
cate yellow aprons. The steam table was
attractively decorated with Halloween nap¬
kins and the menu read like this:
Witch stew, Ghost’s bread
Bat Blanc Mange (chocolate pudding)
— or—
Owl Special (peach pudding)
Goblins (gingerbread men)
Black Cat’s Delight (milk)
The artistic arrangement, the attractive¬
ness of the colors, and the spirit of the
night all combined to make “everybody
happy”. Yells were given for those who had
made these things possible: Miss Kugel,
Miss Smith, Miss Arduser, and Mrs. Harper.
Music Recital
Mabel Hillman, ’33
The Atlanta University Laboratory Schools
presented Bessie Mayle, soprano, and Carol
Blanton, pianist, in a recital Friday after¬
noon, October 31, at 3 :30 o’clock. The pro¬
gram was skillfully arranged so as to hold
the interest and attention of the small tots
from Oglethorpe, for whose entertainment
the recital was mainly given.
First was a group of three light, airy
selections by Miss Mayle, followed by Miss
Blanton’s first group, which included Night,
a very effective composition by Dett, Min¬
uet in G and Etude in G flat Major. Drink
to Me Only With Thine Eyes, an old Eng¬
lish folksong, and Ride, King Jesus, a
Negro spiritual, composed the second of
Miss Mayle’s groups. Golliwog's Cakewalk
was so vividly pictured by Miss Blanton
that even the smallest child could see the
golliwog dancing. Miss Mavle closed the pro¬
gram with three very effective numbers:
Nursery Rhymes, Songs My Mother Taught
Me. and The Spirit Elower.
The audience was very appreciative. Both
young ladies received several encores.
ECONOMY DELICATESSEN
233 Auburn Ave., N. E.
The Place u’hcrc all Studnits meet
TRY OUR FAMOUS




The initiation of the Freshman class in
Laura Spelman Hall Saturday evening,
October 12, by the Junior class was a de¬
lightful affair in which both classes took a
very active and interested part, and in
which everyone showed a fine spirit of
sportsmanship as well as a sense of humor.
The purpose of this party made it neces¬
sary to prepare for the guests in a “specific”
way. Therefore when the guests entered the
assembly room they found the room dark
and that they were being greeted by three
dreadful ghosts. After seeing these awful
objects, they were blindfolded and were told
a very distressing story of a dead man
chopped into pieces. The reality of the
story was suggested by giving to each Fresh¬
man pieces of the dead man, the eyes of
whom were large grapes and the hands were
rubber gloves filled with ice water. What
agony these “Freshies” must have expe¬
rienced while holding parts of this muti¬
lated body! There were also many other
cunning tricks played on the Freshmen,
such as rubbing worms over their faces,
which proved to be cooked spaghetti; the
rod which had been spared for a long time
was also used on a number of them, and,
worst of all, was the use of a “fooler” which
consisted of a cover, stretched over two
chairs, and held in place by two Juniors,
who, when the guests were so kindly given
over to them by their hostesses, politely
stood up, leaving the Freshman a bottom¬
less seat.
When the initiation was over, the Mind-
folds removed, and each Freshman was com¬
fortably seated, they were invited to an¬
other room where they were presently re¬
freshed with punch and cookies.
For the climax of the Freshman enter¬
tainment the guests were escorted back into
the assembly room and seated in a semi¬
circle. Then the president of t lie Junior
class slowly and solemnly opened a box and
held up to view in the bright light a large
figure of a guilded eagle decorated with a
bow of crimson ribbon: the emblem and
color which had been left by the class of
1930 for the class of 1934.
At the end of the party it was explained
that each Freshman should have the honor
of wearing green ribbon on her hair for one
week, a request which was religiously
obeyed.
Res. 850 Simpson St., N.W. Main 2515
Hours: 8 to l, 2 to 7
Sundays by Appointment
Dr. A. L. Kelsey
Dentist
X-ray Pictures Made
1864 Auburn Ave., N.E. Jackson 4670
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The Evening of the Year
Mamie A. Bynes, ’33
The leaves of the trees introduced the
first sign of the season when they blushed,
begun to leave their original homes, and
inhabited another region—the surface of the
earth. They formed a beautiful mantle for
a short while, but they soon deteriorated and
were forgotten.
Following the departure of the leaves, and
helping them to make a more nearly com¬
plete departure was the first brisk dance of
the October wind. This was probably the
first sign of autumn to some of us, because
we were not affected by the falling leaves
and therefore paid no attention to them.
The wind made itself more manifest each
day, leading us on to the high point of the
season.
And now, the final sign has appeared.
-Tack Frost made his formal debut a few
nights ago. Although he caused the least
disturbance by coming in the stillness of
the night, he was far less welcome than the
others because he ushered in the rigid winter.
Why do we think so harshly of these days
from the winter solstice to the vernal equi¬
nox? Does there arise need for more na¬
ture poets to tell us of the beauty of this
season ? Even so, the poet’s words are the
poet’s ideas, and to see it as he sees it,
we must be poets within ourselves. Then
let us think of autumn and winter only as
the strange phenomena which offer conceal¬
ment of spring and summer for a short
while, thus eliminating the irksome uniform¬
ity of which these beautiful seasons would
be victims if there were not a change.
With this hopeful assurance in mind, let
us say with Shelley—“If winter comes, can
spring be far behind?”
The Journalism Club
While writing for the Campus Mirror
many students have discovered the need of
learning the art of expressing themselves
more effectively. In order to meet this need
the editor of the Campus Mirror suggested
that a club for the study of journalism be
organized. As a result of this suggestion,
fourteen girls met on October 13, elected a
temporary staff of officers, and appointed
a program committtee to plan carefully
under the guidance of advisers a program
for the club. In the club meeting, which
will be held on the second Monday in each
month from 4:45 to 5:45 o’clock in the
annex of Packard Hall, the members will
endeavor to acquaint themselves with the
technique and practice of journalism. The
series of programs is to cover such phases
of news writing as: studies in style and
style-books, types of news stories, and get¬
ting out a paper.
WEST END AMERICAN
THE VERY BEST IN
Shoe Repairing and Dry Cleaning
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
(JI K'K DELIVERY GIVE US A RING
835 GORDON STREET, S W.
Opposite Hazel Baking U<>.
WE. 2777 J. R. BARRON & SON
Campus Frees
Clara Haywood, ’34
Have you noticed that self-possessed ash
tree which faces you while going north from
Tapley? It fairly thrusts itself upon you,
proudly waving its yellow and red-brown
leaves. Now that it is colored more brightly,
the leaf and twig arrangements are easily
discernible.
The red, red sweetgum tree, which is just
beyond the ash, flaunts its fiery beauty to
every passerby. It seems to say, “Look at
me, if you please, to receive a bright, jolly
feeling,” and this (scornfully), “But to be
made drab, dull, and sad, glance over the
way at that pale little maple.” The maple
tree, just as our sophisticated sweetgum
says, is of a sickly yellow-green color—un¬
like the flaming maples of Virginia and
New York.
The queerest autumn feeling that a per¬
son could ever feel comes when she stands
far enough away from an avenue of trees
to get a complete picture of them and then
allows her eyes to wander from the quiver¬
ing leaf reflections on the ground to row
after row of black tree-trunks, grim and
sturdy. Suddenly she allows her gaze to
rise to the trees themselves. Immediately
a blaze of color strikes the eye. So quickly
does it flash before her that she pauses,
taut, almost breathless. It all happened in
a brief second. Stranger yet is the fact
that, although she may try all day, standing
on one foot and then the other, the same
experience never happens again with the
same sudden beauty and fire as it did that
first unexpected moment.
The Debate Studio Program
All those who did not listen in over Sta¬
tion P-R-E-S-E-N-C-E from our studio in
Laura Spelman Assembly on November 4,
from 4:50 to 5:50, missed an opportunity
for mental development. The first feature
was an outline of the year’s work by the
president and an election of the minor staff
members. Mr. B. R. Brazeal of Morehouse
College talked about “The Technique of
Debating” and most cleverly answered the
questions asked by his listeners. The staff
extends an invitation for the co-operation
of the Spelman community to make a touch¬
down for the Wheatley - Fauset Debating
Club.
Office Phone Wal. 3432 Residence Wal. 4789




223J Auburn Avenue, ?C.E., Corner Butler St.
SANSOM FLOWER SHOP
Choice Cut /• lowers for All Occasions
Funeral Designs Furnished on Short
Notice
Flowers by Wire to All the World
237 Auburn Ave., N. E. Phone: JA. 1079
Report of Latin Club
Alpha Talley, ’33
The Spelman College Latin Club will meet
this year on the second Friday of each
month at 3:45 p.m. in the assembly room
of Laura Spelman Hall. All who are in¬
terested are cordially invited to attend.
An interesting number on the October
program was a talk by Mrs. T. B. Maxey
on “Virgil, His Life and Works”, which she
gave in commemoration of the two thou¬
sandth anniversary of the poet, Virgil, born
October 15, 70 B. C.
The Story Telling Club
Those who are interested in the art of
story telling and the technique of story
composition will have a splendid chance to
exercise this ability in a progressive and
livety club without which the campus activi¬
ties would be incomplete. The Wheatly-
Fauset Story Telling Club meets the third
Friday afternoon in each month at 5 o’clock.
The president and program committee assure
you of a profitable hour at each meeting.
Don’t miss one!
Brief Review of News
Jean E. Taylor, ’32
Among the list chosen, by Miss Ida M.
Tarbell, of fifty women who had achieved
distinction in their different fields, was
selected a Negro woman, Mary McLeod
Bethune. One would not wonder at the se¬
lection of this woman as an outstanding
contribution of service to America in view
of the fact that Mrs. Bethune almost single
handed and alone has created and built up
an institution for the education of Negro
youth in the heart of Florida. This insti¬
tution holds up the enduring ideals of its
founder and president, Mary McLeod Beth¬
une of Bethune-Cookman College, Daytona,
Florida.
“So your son got his B.A. and M.A.?”
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TWO STORES IN ATLANTA—168 PEACHTREE ST. and 120 ALABAMA ST.
“To the Knights in the days of old
Keeping watch o’er (lie mountain height
Came a vision of Holy Grail
And a voice in the waiting night:
Follow, follow, follow the gleam,
Banners unfurled
O’er all the world.
Follow, follow, follow the gleam
Of the chalice that is the grail.”
* * *
Queer time of the year to attend con¬
ferences with all of these adjustments to
make, eh? .... Well, come along; all
you’ll have to do will he to listen
Really, no note-taking.
Here goes:
Echoes from the Detroit National Y. W.
C. A. Convention, April 24-May 1, 1930.
Christian worship is not emotional reac¬
tion to the beauty of music or poetry, not
the thrilling sense of the beauty of moon¬
light on still waters. Worship is realized
only when these or some of the thousands of
other things may be the sacramental bread
through which the living God makes known
his presence. Worship serves to carry us
beyond them into the very presence of God,
who is the ground of our life.
—Anna V. Rice.
The education of public opinion in mat¬
ters of international impact is of primary
consequence if we expect to achieve lasting-
peace in the world.
—Josephine Schain,
Administrative Chairman of the Conference
on Cause and Cure of War.
* *■ *
Report of Kings Mountain Conference
June 6-12, 1930
At last we’ve found it—an ideal home
for the conference of the Negro girls of the
Southern region of the Y. W. C. A.—a
shrine to which they may journey each year.
‘‘A bit of heaven,” one girl called it after
spending a week in these mountains in com¬
munion with trees in some quiet spot
through which she was drawn into a closer
relationship with God. This recalls the eve¬
ning and morning worship services led by
Miss Ruth Loekman and the installation of
the council members at dusk on the slope
of a hill with stars and candles to light us.
The conference group was like a versatile
person changing so quickly from the deeper
mood of inward stillness to one of laughter
and gaiety.
We quote some of the best things from
the conference:
“The principle of love means that a life
always expands at the expense of some
other life,” said Mr. Neibuhr in his Princi¬
ples of Love Effective.
Mr. Hubert Delaney said, ‘‘The hope of
the Negro race lies in education, in the
establishment of a more permanent economic
situation and in an awakening from our
present political attitude of satisfaction.”
Our friend of labor and industry, Mr.
Philip Randolph, gave an interesting dis¬
course on the Negro and the Labor Unions.
“Read more” was emphasized by the Sec¬
retary of our region, Miss Sue Bailey, in
her hour of Book Reviews.
The: e were the Association technique
meetings to which groups of eager new
officers could be seen rushing at certain
intervals.
Many indeed are our memories of the
King’s Mountain Conference. May they live
forever. It was our first experience of talk¬
ing about and planning for full and creative
lives as we walked and talked together among
the mountains—a place that we’re hoping
will be a rich heritage to those who gather
there from year to year.
* * *
The Southern Regional Council met in
Atlanta, Ga., October 21-November 2. Our
president, Elnora James, representative from
Georgia, attended.
* * *
“There goes Wilberforce Winterbottom,
the man who tried to corner the world sup¬
ply of coal, and failed.”
“Didn’t he know that you can’t fuel all
the people all of the time?”
* * *
Yes, and puppy love is the beginning of
a dog’s life.
T. E. LAUGHRIDGE
Groceries, Fresh Meats, Fruits,
Sandwich Meats
Telephone Main 3069
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